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Olive  Sinclair 

@biomedenergy_dialysisinc Biomed Energy & Dialysis INC. 

What Drives Us:
Guided by seasoned medical expertise, we are dedicated to enhancing patient care
through quality dialysis services, consumables, and rigorous training and
maintenance standards.

Led by Olive Sinclair with over 30 years in medicine and nearly two decades in
dialysis, Biomed Energy & Dialysis Inc. is a cornerstone of renal care in Guyana.
Partnered with Lenny Fernandez, our operations extend beyond treatments to
include education for clinical staff, dialysis consumables supply, and
comprehensive machine servicing, dedicated to quality care and affordability.

Who We Are:

Customers: Market:
Dialysis units needing
consumables and individuals
requiring hemodialysis
treatment for renal failure.

Guyana & Trinidad and
Tobago

Contact Us:
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CeruleanInc@CeruleanInc

Customers: Market:
B2B clients, industry professionals,
and decision-makers domestically
and internationally seeking
innovative team and profit solutions.

Guyana, Regional and
International 

cerulean-management.com/ cerulean-incorporated @cerulean_incorporated 

Lyndell Danzie-Black

What Drives Us:
Driven by a passion for innovation and community engagement, we deliver top-tier
corporate training and consulting services that exceed expectations and promote
sustainable development and social responsibility.

Founded in 2012 in Guyana, Cerulean Inc combines modern technology with deep
respect for Caribbean culture and heritage. Led by founders with diverse
backgrounds, we focus on empowering local communities, particularly women and
youth, through innovative solutions that promote economic and technological
advancement. Our dedication to environmental stewardship and community
integration strengthens our role in regional development.

Who We Are:

Contact Us:
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denmor.gy DenmorGuyana

Upasna Mudlier

Driven by a legacy of empowerment and quality, we
manufacture durable garments while creating vital
employment for women, particularly single parents and
school dropouts.

What Drives Us:

Founded by Dennis Balkissoon Morgan Mudlier, Denmor Garments Manufacturers
Inc. has grown over 26 years to become the Caribbean's largest garment
manufacturer. Originating from humble beginnings, we prioritize empowering
women with life skills and employment, adhering to our motto, 'Action thy duty,
Reward not thy concern.' Our commitment extends beyond producing durable
garments to fostering community growth and sustainability.

Who We Are:

Customers: Market:
Companies, Schools, Designers,
Dancing and Athletics Clubs

Guyana & USA

Contact Us:
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Ndibi Schwiers

EcoSolutions Inc. is propelled by the belief in
transforming overlooked materials into valuable
resources, committed to sustainability and
innovation in alignment with global SDGs.

What Drives Us:

EcoSolutions Inc., founded in 2015, embodies innovation and sustainability,
responding to the global call for green business practices. We craft unique, high-
quality, eco-friendly furniture for discerning clients, including corporates and
environmentally conscious consumers. Our approach combines customized
service, deep client understanding, and local craftsmanship.

Who We Are:

ecosolutionsfurniture@yahoo.com EcoSolutionsGy

Customers: Market:
Corporate clients, hotels,
restaurants, cafes, eco-conscious
consumers, and discerning
homeowners.

Guyana: Georgetown
Regional: Antigua, St.
Vincent & the Grenadines.

Contact Us:
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@MATPAL Marine MATPAL Marine

Coleen Abrams

MATPAL Marine Institute Inc. is committed to
developing Seafarers' skills and competencies, fostering
maritime excellence and sustainability through superior
training and certification.

What Drives Us:

Founded by experienced Ship Officers, MATPAL Marine Institute Inc. aims to
empower Guyana's maritime workforce. Our programs are designed to elevate
Seafarers to international standards, ensuring profound industry impact through
extensive knowledge and ethical practices, nurturing not just skills but a
commitment to sustainability and safety.

Who We Are:

Customers: Market:
Prospective Seafarers and industry
personnel in Guyana and the
Caribbean seeking top-tier maritime
and oil and gas training.

Guyana & Caribbean
Region 

Contact Us:
www.matpalmarine.com
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@suregiggy suregig

Customers: Market:
Small, medium, large organizations
seeking to outsource operations,
reduce costs, and streamline
business functions.

Guyana: Georgetown
International: USA

https://suregiggy.com/

Filisha Duke

Sure Gig Inc. is dedicated to enhancing business efficiency
by offering expert outsourcing services, enabling companies
to focus on core activities and reduce operational costs.

What Drives Us:

Founded in 2016, Sure Gig Inc. is a female-owned company specializing in Supply
Chain Service and Human Capital Management. With deep roots in logistics and a
strong focus on innovative technology, we provide seamless logistical support and
workforce management, connecting employers with top talent and fostering long-
term partnerships with various industries both locally and internationally.

Who We Are:

Contact Us:
sure_gig
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